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This is the second week report of the Financial Action Learning for Sustainability 

(FALS) Workshop for the champions and the leadership training for cooperative 

leaders. Both sessions were done in parallel with some exchanges in between the two 

processes. Leaders from 32 cooperatives found in Dugda, Ziway Dugda, Adami Tullu 

and Bora woredas took part in the workshop. The agenda of the workshops was as 

follows: 

Date Cooperative Leadership 

Training 

FALS Workshop 

20/03/2017 Pyramid Sharing […] Continuation, Multilane Vision Calendar on 

Flipcharts. 

21/03/2017 Challenge Action Tree Multilane Vision Calendar on Flipcharts & 

Brainstorming on likes and dislikes of cooperative 

22/03/2017 Challenge Action Tree Presentation and Discussion 

Most of the participants were late on the first day. Although we were expecting up 

until 40 people from cooperatives, there were only 13 thirty minutes after the official 

start time of the workshop. Most of the cooperative leaders invited were chairpersons 

of their respective organizations. Fourteen of the champions were already in the 

venue by the time of the start and the rest joined after a while.  

However, one of the champions was sick and went to the clinic. He came for the 

sessions after he got his treatment. Initially, some of the government people were 

very busy with their phones and showed little interest. In pairs, they discussed the 

strengths of their coops first and the challenges they face. They later on presented 

what they have discussed. As the discussion by the coop leaders progressed, the 

champions drew their Multilane Vision Calendars on flip charts. 

The champions started working on their Multilane Vision Calendars (basically copying 

what they have done in their notebooks to the flip charts provided). 

 

 

 

 

 

Day Six: 

20 March 2017 
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Plenary 
The cooperative leaders presented the findings of their discussions. The findings are 

presented cooperative by cooperative as follows. 

No. Name of the 

Cooperative 

Strengths Weaknesses 

1 Name?  Strong relationship between 

members and the 

cooperative leadership 

 Strong (functioning) 

relationship with Meki Batu 

Union,  

 access to credit through the 

union 

 Equal gender (men and 

women) representation as 

cooperative members 

 Equal service to men and 

women in terms of credit and 

access to water (schedule) 

 Selling vegetables to the 

union 

 Lack of capacity building and training 

(production, marketing, etc…) 

 Shortage of water pump 

 

2 Woyo Sariti  Strong enthusiasm to work 

together among the 

members 

 Strong linkage with the Meki 

Batu Union in terms of loans 

and planning (production) 

 Good planning and access to 

credits through the union 

 The cooperative was also 

awarded for a good 

performance out of the 150 

cooperatives that are 

members of the union 

(specifically for reimbursing 

the loans in time) 

 Equal services for men and 

women members of the 

cooperative 

 Lack/shortage of maintenance for water 

pumps; high maintenance costs and low 

access to spare parts when they are out of 

service 

 Lack of capacity building/training for 

members 

 In terms of production, lack of modern 

technical skills to combat crop diseases, to 

protect crops in general and to handle pests 

– no agronomist at union level to advice 

 Erratic/unreliable supply of improved seeds. 

This challenge is a challenge for all 

cooperatives in the Woreda as they access 

seeds from traders who don’t have good 

quality seeds. In general is a reliable input 

supply a big problem. The biggest activity 

of the union are selling maize seeds.1 

 

3 Dembi Odda  Members working together 

on fields twice a year 

 Healthy relationship with 

members and leaders of the 

cooperative 

 The coop encourages women 

to become members 

 Market problem 

 Insufficient number of water pumps; the 

capacity of water pumps is too low in 

relation the amount of irrigated land  

 Lack of access for chemicals (pesticides 

etc…). Sometimes, expired chemicals are 

supplied to the cooperative 

                                       
1 Leaders from this cooperative also said they sell vegetables to the union. 
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 The members save and buy 

collectively a share in finance 

institutions 

 

 Lack of technical skills in the application of 

chemicals 

 More male members and low support for 

female members 

 

4 Golba  Availability of a fertile land 

(more than 70 hectares) 

 Strong experience in the 

production of Horti-products 

 Strong linkage with MB union 

 

 Insufficient number of water pumps (only 1 

for 70 ha) and the high cost of maintenance 

(18,000 ETB) when pump is broken. 

 Lack of technical and financial capacity to 

build small dams and canals 

 Lack of markets 

 

5 Jirru  All members of the 

cooperative are active 

 Bi-annual general meetings 

with all the members 

 Strong linkage with MB union 

 Lack of ‘rewarding markets’ (partly due to 

the lack of infrastructure, the coop is 

situated far from the main road) 

 Lack of access to improved seeds and 

fertilizers 

 Lack of technical skills on the application of 

chemicals 

 Lack of financial capital 

 Lack of motor pump 

6 Foncho  All the members of the 

cooperative are currently 

working on their own land – 

if farmers rent out their land 

they are automatically 

excluded as member, 

therefore many members 

produce 

 Sharing resources such as 

water pumps among 

members with no fees  

 Lack of markets that pay well 

 Insufficient women participation 

 Lack of cold storage facilities (for the 

transportation of produce) 

 Unaffordability of chemicals, injection of 

capital needed to buy inputs 

 The union cannot address all the coops 

 

 

No pyramid sharing was done since it would take too much time 

At this point, the participants were encouraged to discuss (present) challenges/issues 

that have not yet been discussed. The chance was given to all and it was an open 

discussion. Some of the challenges that were discussed are summarized in the 

following table: 
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Production: 

 

 The high incidence of pests and crop diseases [the 

recent phenomenon is ‘tuta absoluta’2]. Certainly the 

tomatoes were hit hard. 

 Insufficient levels of knowledge on the application of 

chemicals.  

 The use of lake water from Ziway: recession during 

the dry season and salinity. 

 Water Pumps: Lack of water pump technicians and 

maintenance facilities when they are broken3. 

 Lack of tractor to plough the land 

 Input Supply: High price and lack of supply of improved 

seeds and chemicals 

 No agro-processing 

Marketing: 
 

 Lack of Market during surplus 

production seasons, prices for 

vegetable products plunge. 

 The union cannot market all the 

crops  
 No cold storage at coop level 

which causes many tomatoes to 

rot 

 Presence of brokers 

Cross Cutting Issues: 

 Women are not encouraged to work 

 The impact of chemicals on health is not known, input shops do not have advice on this 

 

The challenges followed one after the other and created long discussions. 

Sarah explained that the cooperatives should start looking for solutions at their level 

to solve those problems which could be solved by themselves and then look for 

support for those challenges that they cannot solve by themselves. Furthermore, she 

explained that it would be very easy for the project just to buy 100 water-pumps and 

report to the donor it was done so. However, she said, this approach does not work 

and does not bring a lasting change to the community. If free giveaways solve 

problems, most of the problems the society faces would have already been solved. 

She encouraged the participants to think further on this issue. She mentioned the 

level of their engagement and effort matters a lot for other complement in the process 

of solving the challenges they discussed. 

The consultant Linda also explained the basics of the tools and the underlying 

concepts and principles of the tools and the whole learning process. The tools also 

could be used as a way for cooperatives to grow and develop along with their 

members with a vision that is very clearly defined. The tools also help in identifying 

opportunities that can be used/seized. She informed the group they will also hear 

from the farmers how apart from the many challenges they face, they have now 

realized the numerous opportunities they also have. As cooperatives (organizations) 

and farmers, the starting point should be the realization of what we already have. 

                                       
2 A well-known and serious pest of tomato crops. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuta_absoluta 
3 Apart from this, the pumps usually use fuel for operating and the increasing price of fuel is making it 

difficult for the farmers to use them. The use of pumps that operate with electric power was discussed 
as an option. An indicative cost of using fuel and electricity was also provided. While it currently costs 

ETB 16,800/ha for the fuel, it costs ETB 1200/ha for electricity. For solar the price is not known. 
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This would help both not to wait for external interventions and solutions. They were 

also encouraged to think and plan step by step and that not everything can come at 

once. For instance before buying a water pump, the cooperatives and farmers should 

think about how they may take care of the maintenance if it is broken. 

This would help donors and NGOs to clearly know what the farmers and the 

cooperatives need [what holes could be filled by their interventions]. In the discussion 

with stakeholders from the government GYEM already had, we saw some of the 

problems they mentioned have already started to change from the side of the 

farmers. 

At this point, one of the participants explained the cooperatives already have visions 

and they also exactly know what the problems are. The products of the cooperatives 

are not fetching a good price on the market and this (output marketing) is the most 

pressing challenge the cooperatives are facing. The union is not serving the 

cooperatives well (does not provide us with (facilitate) the required inputs) and does 

not support the cooperatives to market their products. 

We are looking at the bigger picture here, said Sarah, we are talking with the union 

on better services to members (better input supply and improved output marketing 

services). The challenges you have raised should also be raised during discussions 

with stakeholders from the government and the union. 

Another participant said they are not just sleeping and waiting for others to come 

and solve their problems, he said that is not the issue, explaining they are trying 

their best however, still, they need support. The consultant commented the tools will 

be helpful to bring far greater changes than the ones the cooperatives have already 

gotten. The champions would share the tools with other farmers in other Woredas 

and by then, we would be able to know what services are required by members of 

cooperatives. The flow of change thus would be:  

1. Strengthen the farmers 

2. Cascade and change 

3. Bring it coop level. There are things that can be solved by your own and others 

that cannot be solved by your own. What farmers can do is that they can 

diversify their production so that they can cope with market and seasonal 

fluctuations. Cooperatives should also be flexible for fluctuations in the market. 

She further explained that procuring additional pumps without solving the market 

issues would only exacerbate the problem. If there is no market, why invest in water 

pumps to increase production?   

One of the participants (cooperative leader Gemechu) who was there during the 

previous leadership training in November 2016 was encouraged to share some of the 

things he remembers with the group. He shared the lessons he drew from the 

Visioning and the Happy Family Tree. He also highlighted the important role played 

by cooperative leadership to bring about changes at the organizational level. 
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Sharing with cooperative leaders 

In the afternoon, the champions share the tools and the drawings with leaders of the 

coops. One champion sat with one or two leaders and shared the drawings in each 

tool. The leaders were active during the sharing and asked questions which made the 

overall process full of discussions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The champions shared all the tools including Visioning, the Vision Journey, the Happy 

Family Tree and the Multilane Vision Calendar. After the sharing, the leaders were 

encouraged to draw with support from the champions. It was observed that the 

women leaders were a bit shy to draw at first. 

The champions also sung the Vision song of the group before they left for home that 

day. There was a protracted discussion with the leaders concerning the DSA they get 

at the end of the workshop. 

Figure 1 Champions sharing tools and lessons with cooperative leaders 
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First there was a pairwise discussion (10 pairs) and then group discussion. The 

consultant Linda worked with the champions on the multilane. 

 

 

 

Observation: 

By the end of the day, the consultant told the champions they are free to go home 

if they wish to as the discussion about DSA with the cooperative leaders started. This 

was perceived negatively by most of the champions and some of them even reacted 

[to me personally that day and in the morning that followed]. They thought they 

were being excluded from an important discussion when they were told they should 

go while the leaders stayed in. They also thought the DSA for the leaders was going 

to be revised which never happened. The following morning, the consultant and 

GYEM team discussed and addressed the issues the champions had in mind. It was 

explained nothing (no raise and revision whatsoever) happened after they left. 

Things were clarified and the champions were happy that the team took time to 

discuss their frustrations. What appeared to be the issue for the coop leaders is the 

fear that they are not getting the DSA they ‘deserve’ and that GYEM staff is holding 

a part back to fill their own pockets. The project manager Sarah explained that the 

DSA policy follows the national government policy and that SNV is strict among all 

projects. No staff member is disguising any money. 

 

 

Figure 2 Cooperative Leaders drawing the tools 
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Settling the confusion the champions have had from the previous day took some 

time. Four (2 men and 2 women) champions also did not come first in the morning. 

The champions carried on with working on their multilane calendars posted on the 

wall in the second workshop hall. They continued to calculate the expected incomes 

and costs under each month. Furthermore, they calculated their expected profits and 

expenses (necessary expenses4). Some of the advanced champions asked how they 

will show the income they get from activities other than the horticulture products 

they initially drew. They were given new flipcharts to draw their other activities 

including growing cereals. The benefits from the activities could be in kind or in cash. 

In kind benefits refer to the part of production that would be dedicated to household 

consumption and in cash when they are sold to the market. 

 

                                       
4 These expenses refer to the expenses for necessary undertakings in the HH including 

school fees, clothes for the family, etc…  

Day Seven: 

21 March 2017 

 

Figure 3 Champions working on their MLVCs on flipcharts 
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It was observed that the champions did most of the things without needing support 

from the facilitators as they worked on their numbers (calculating their profits, their 

expenses, etc…). It was also observed that even when they think they need support, 

they first ask the ones working beside themselves before calling on to the facilitators. 

In the afternoon, the champions were encouraged to think about the things they like 

and do not like from their respective cooperatives. They sat in four groups of two 

men and two women and colored papers were distributed coded separately for likes 

and dislikes and for men and women (4 colors in total). The whole afternoon was 

spent on this activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was planned that the champions would later on proceed to working on a visioning 

for their cooperatives. However, time was not enough and the day was over after 

they drew the likes and the dislikes. Some of the likes and dislikes of the champions 

regarding their respective cooperatives are: 

Figure 4 Champions drawing their likes and dislikes about their cooperatives 
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Likes 

 The availability of land 

 The availability of water resources 

such as rivers 

 The availability of agricultural tools 

 The availability of cooperative office 

 The availability of water pumps5  

Dislikes/Perceived Challenges 

 Lack of water pumps 

 Inadequate supply of agricultural 

inputs such as fertilizers and 

agrichemicals. 

 Lack of markets that pay well for 

products 

 Lack of financial resources  

 The fact that cooperative members 

do not come when a meeting is called 

 

When the above process with the champions was being facilitated by Linda and team 

the cooperative leaders did the Challenge Action Tree (CAT) which was facilitated by 

Sarah and team. 

Challenge Action Tree (CAT) - Cooperative Leaders 
First the participants were asked to draw circle on a new page. They were asked what 

the circle misses for it to be a vision; rays. Then participants draw the rays of the 

sun (vision) on the flip chart. They reasoned that the rays would inspire them and 

would lit their ways to their visions. 

Participants were asked to quietly think of their respective cooperatives. Think about 

their members (men and women members) what would a successful cooperative 

looks like, the relationship between leaders and members, how members would be 

treated and in turn how the members would behave if they are happy with their 

cooperatives. They then drew a vision for their cooperatives in their circles. (One 

thing to consider in drawing their visions was ‘what does a cooperative mean for a 

women and what does it mean for a man?’). In groups (three groups of 2 men and 

one women group6) the leaders were encouraged to share the visions for their 

cooperatives. They were also encouraged to discuss their relationships with members 

and the relationships between men and women members. 

Then they drew on the flip charts, their agreed vision (it was suggested that they 

should always start sketching with a pencil, then highlight it with a color using 

marker/pen). At this point, one of the participants asked how they can draw one 

vision in one circle as the members of the groups are from different cooperatives. 

Board members of cooperatives also have different visions; but still they should find 

common vision for their cooperative and bring their needs together. This is also an 

exercise which they can do within their cooperative. Another participant 

                                       
5 This is mentioned both as a like and a challenge. Those who have pumps like the fact that 

their coops has one or two and those who do not have access to water pumps in their coops 

have drawn it as a challenge. 
6 The group size was an equivalent to a cooperative board Which is about 7 members 
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complemented that they need to exercise now in their groups and can do it later on 

for their own coops. He also said they can share experiences across cooperatives. 

In one group there was a discussion on land and ownership of land. In theory the 

land is equally owned by husband and wife, but the people felt that the women can 

only get land if there is more than 0.25 ha available. They were confused about the 

land law and considered double membership of coops (based on equal ownership of 

land) as breaking the law. In the end the group decided to take this up at government 

level and drew this in their vision. 

On increasing female membership, it was suggested: 

- To share land with the wives (which actually should already happen) 

- To create awareness at woreda level for coop and irrigation office 

In their groups, the leaders discussed on visions and if they agreed they put it (draw) 

on the flip chart. All the members of the coop participated in the drawing process. 

Sarah asked how a women without a plot of farm land can become a member in the 

cooperatives. One of the participants said that there is one NGO [Rift Valley] working 

with cooperatives to develop rules for membership of women even if she does not 

own land for herself. This will help the women to have more knowledge in vegetable 

production and marketing. 

Women can also become members in the saving associations. So starting last year 

some of the cooperatives started seeing the result of participating their wives in their 

saving as it has doubled.  

They then drew the next step, the current situation with the trunk. The trees had 

three roots (outer left, outer right and central). The left root represents the 

challenges related with production, the right roots have the challenges they face (the 

cooperatives) in terms of marketing. The central root is where challenges at the 

household level (membership) are put. 

The participants discussed, related to the challenges in the household root, that 

husbands beat their wives and take all the money the wives had made. One group 

represented this as follows: husband and wife not facing the same direction; the man 

holds a stick to beat her and to show his power and gets the income from horticulture. 

This would create very unhappy family that would be less productive and in turn 

weaken the cooperative. The violence at home is transferred at coop level and is 

translated into a lack of solidarity among the members because everybody has its 

own problems (mental issue). The family might not also contribute for the activities 

of the cooperative as they might rent out their land for others. In some cases, 

cooperative leaders also take advantage of fragile families with weak relationships 

between husbands and wives. They would ask the husband to rent out his land rather 

than work by himself for the household and they would be the ones to rent the land 

and work on it. it was mentioned in one male group that the man sold an ox and used 
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the money for chat and beer. In the end this represented a double loss since they 

could not use the money to invest in the coop + they lost the income from the ox. 

It also came out from the women group that women spend a lot of time on making 

injera, cannot make decisions on land and participate little in general I decision-

making. 

Sarah explained that now they have practiced the CAT methodology and they can go 

and apply the lessons to their respective cooperatives. She furthermore explained 

that the participants would also need to see the challenges explained from the 

cooperatives’ performance perspective and how they are affecting their cooperative? 

For instance the ox being sold by the husband and the money being spent somewhere 

else, how is it affecting the cooperatives?   

For each group five cards per person will be given to draw solutions for the challenges 

that have been identified at the production, household and marketing roots. They 

were asked to think of solutions at home for tomorrow. Out of these cards 2 cards 

are to draw solutions for household related challenges, one card to draw solution for 

market related challenges and one card to draw production challenges and the 

remainder one card is for them to choose to draw a solution for one of the challenges 

they may wish. One of the participants asked why and how they can come up with 

the solutions for their challenges with in a day. It was explained that they are just 

required to think of solutions that they can do with in a short period of time and 

solutions that they can execute and make happen by themselves both at the 

individual farmer and the cooperative levels. The further asked whether they draw at 

home or the next day. They were encouraged to think at home and come draw the 

next morning. 
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The champions who have arrived early started working on their multilane calendars. 

In the previous day, as the champions were working on their calendars and drawing 

likes and dislikes about their cooperatives, the cooperative leaders were working on 

a Challenge Action Tree in 2 men and 1 women groups. Late morning before the tea 

break, the champions were invited to the big hall to join the leaders groups. The men 

champions were split in to two of the men leaders’ groups and the women champions 

joined the only one women leaders’ group. In their groups, the leaders presented 

their Challenge Action Trees. 

Process (in separate groups): 

Day Eight: 

22 March 2017 

 

Figure 5 CAT outputs of cooperative leaders 

Women’s  

Group 
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1. Explain vision on the tree – coop 

2. Once that is presented, the champions add cards about what they like – to see 

whether the coops and farmers have the same vision 

3. Explain the roots of the tree – coops 

4. Champions add cards on challenges  

 

Group one [men] 

The following are some of the elements of the vision the cooperative leaders in this 

groups have put in their circles. 

 Procuring Tractors 

 Purchasing Lorries and refrigerated trucks for transportation 

 Electric powered water pumps 

 Exporting to the global market 

 Having a more balanced and equal representation of men and women as 

members and in the leadership of the cooperatives 

 Having points of sale in cities like Addis, Adama, Hawassa and Arba Minch 

 Linkages with the agro processing companies 

They have also depicted how their current situation looks like and what they already 

have including: 

 The Availability [although with a shortage] of water pumps and water 

resources 

 They Lack skills [technical skills in the application of chemicals, etc…]  

 They have Land and oxen 

After presentation of the CAT by the cooperative leader members, the champions 

also posted their likes and dislikes on the chart. The things they like at the top and 

the things they dislike as a current situation that they would like to see changed. 

Group two [men] 

The vision of the cooperative leaders was a cooperative with more farmers (female 

and male members). Another visions include; a cooperative with tractor, with good 

office, warehouse to store vegetables, cold truck to transport product to airport and 

truck to transport produce to the regional markets. 

The living place where there is a lot of forest and plantation, where we conserve our 

soil and lake. A place where our children enjoy the place and access better education. 

Some of the things the champions liked include the availability of land, equipment, 

crate, water pumps, lake and water. 

Coop leaders presented the vision what they have done before to the champions 

joined. All of the coop leaders participated in the presentation of visions.   
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Following the presentation of coop leaders, each champions showed, opened a 

discussion and posted what they liked in the vision part of CAT. The results are as 

follows; 

 

 

 

 

CAT- Vision (wish to have) – women coop leaders    

Sn  Points  Existing situations + 

visions liked by 

champions / coops  

1 Water pump 3+ 8 coop leaders  

2 ISUZU truck  8 coop leaders  

3 Collection centres  8 coop leaders 

4 Tractors 8 coop leaders 

5 Common land   8 coop leaders 

6 Improved Gender participation(men 

+women) 

2+ 8 coop leaders  

7 Farm tools 1 

 

Next, the coop leaders presented the challenges they face currently. Following the 

presentation of coop leaders, each champions showed, opened a discussion and 

posted what they dislike about their cooperatives at the root part of the CAT. The 

results are as follows;  

CAT- Challenges – find out by coop leaders  

Sn  Points  Explained by  

1 Lack of truck for transportation  8 coop leaders   

2 Unavailability of collection centres  8 coop leaders   

3 Lack of tractors  8 coop leaders   

4 Lack of Communal  land  8 coop leaders   

The discussions within the groups went well 

We also learnt here that we need to be firm in seating – mix 

champions with coop leaders, women separately, take enough time in 

advance for putting people where they should go (maybe put this in a 

box) 
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5 Weak participation of women at both 

membership and leadership 

positions  

2 champions + 8 

coop leaders  

6 Lack of Farm tools 1 champion + 8 

coop leaders 

7 Poor practice of Traditional irrigation 

canal/diversion sit 

1 champion  

8 Lack of Working capital  2 champions + 8 

coop leaders  

9 Lack of quality pesticides  3+ 8 coop leaders 

10 Lack of diseases and pest mgt skill  3+ 8 coop leaders 

11 Lack of improved seeds  3+ 8 coop leaders 

12 Lack of water pump  1+ 8 coop leaders 

13 Lack of  access to Fertilizer  3+ 8 coop leaders 

14 Water shortage  8 coop leaders  

15 Road inaccessibility  8 coop leaders 

16 Lack of DAs support  8 coop leaders 

 

Observations:  

 All champions didn’t raise issues both at HHs and marketing roots.  

Solution for Challenges  

The usage of the 5 cards is as follows. 

Two cards – Used for proposing a solution for HH challenges  

Two cards- For proposing solutions for challenges faced at the household and 

One Card - used by the champions based on their choice either for production, 

marketing or the household.  

The cards (yellow cards) that were given for the cooperative leaders and the 

champions were different kinds of yellows so that it could easily be differentiated. 

The participants were encouraged to work by themselves (on their own) at this stage. 

The participants asked why only drawing and the benefits of drawing were quickly 

recapped by Rutta. The need to have only five solutions is because we need to 

prioritize which of the challenges are to be solved by the solutions. The solutions 

should be solutions that could be initiated (started) by themselves without any 
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external support. Linda explained that resources are few and our challenges could be 

numerous. If everybody expects that something supernatural would come and solve 

all the challenges, the challenges would never be solved. However, if you start by 

moving on your own (families and cooperatives etc…) things would start to look 

better. If any of you goes to donors and say that s/he is poor and does not have this 

and that, they won’t help, but, if you go with the solutions you have already started 

to implement and say that you need support, they would be more likely to help 

because there would be an increased confidence from their side that the support 

would not be wasted. It is important to realize what we already have and what people 

around us have before saying we need more and more and more of this and this. 

This would help us to join hands to jointly solve our challenges together. As women 

know some things and men know something else, the joint effect would be much. 

The participants were asked to make their solutions as specific as possible and 

solutions that could already be started by themselves. The tools, it was said, have 

helped transform cooperatives and unions in other countries too; there are even 

those who have started to export their products and women who could not read and 

write becoming board members of the cooperatives. However, this would require a 

certain level of effort and seriousness to utilize everybody’s intelligence.  

Plenary on Solutions 
A person from the groups went to the front and let others guess what he had drawn 

and collected similar solutions in the group. Accordingly, all the participants, 

champions and cooperative leaders alike. One of the champions remarked that they 

There was a heavy rain the previous night and some of the cooperative leaders 

asked if they could go early during the day to do some preparatory activities on 

their farms to protect flooding of their crops. They said they have to do this as 

they expected to rain that evening too. The facilitating team asked how many 

people needed to go. There were about 9 of them. The consultant had a word with 

the man that raised the question to clarify which specific kebeles of the Woreda 

had been affected by the flooding. The facilitating team also checked weather 

forecast for the day and it was found that there was going to be a precipitation 

that night. Sarah said the lessons that afternoon are really important to solve the 

challenges faced by the cooperatives but at the same time we do not want their 

crops to be damaged. Later on, they agreed to stay until the end of the workshop 

when it was proposed by the facilitating team that they would be given a priority 

during the provision of per diems at the end.  

Lessons learnt: 

- These issues need to be discussed in the open, fully transparent without 

making people guilty 

- At the same time people should be made aware about what they miss when 

they go so that any sense of ‘guilt’ is generated internally.  
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have already started to implement some of the changes. Some of the solutions that 

were proposed include: 

Proposed Solutions for Challenges related with Production: 

 Procuring modern equipment such as tractors 

 Consulting professionals (agricultural experts and DAs) on the application of 

chemicals (pesticides, etc…) 

 Using compost rather than the inorganic fertilizers and share the skills to 

other members 

 Using hand dug wells as sources of water for the field and the household 

 Increasing the use of improved seeds 

 Received improved agronomy practice skills from Meki Batu union  

 Sharing skills obtained from trainings to the others who have not received 

 Outsourcing the right quality seeds and pesticides  

 More saving from the incomes generated from the sales of horticultural 

products; for the purpose of buying water pump, to purchase improved 

agricultural inputs and farm tools. 
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 Sharing farm tools among members to increase the productivity of each 

members.   

 Hire labour on farmer level 

 Minimize use of chemicals 

 

 

Proposed Solutions for Challenges related with Marketing: 

 Pushing for an arrangement that the MB union buys the products of the 

cooperative in a sustainable manner 

 Building properly refrigerated warehouses/cold store to use as collection 

centres and for storage  

 Procuring a refrigerated truck for transporting products fresh. They said this 

would help in negotiating good prices for products. 

 Open a discussion at the coop level (General assembly) how members can 

work with coops and the union to reduce the involvement of brokers.+ open 

discussion between members and brokers 

 Members committed to supply quality products at appropriate time 

 

Proposed Solutions for Challenges related with the HH: 

 Husbands and wives working together for the household 

 Open a dialogue at household level to increase savings 

 Consulting other household who had good experience in HHs relationship 

 Joint decision-making on expenditures between husband and wife . 

 

The women groups proposed the following solutions mentioned: 

- HH:  

o They felt empowered to speak up 

o Need to discuss alcohol abusage with their husband – this created 

laughter with the other men 

o Talk about having a good relationship 

- Marketing:  

o produce more at coop level 

o construction of storage 

- production: 

o need of high quality of seeds 

o need of car 

Linda asked how many of the participants have had the culture of openly discussing 

issues at the household. Some of them said they already have discussion habits in 

their households. One of the cooperative leaders said they thought the drawings were 

childish and for children. But later on, they said, they understood they can learn a lot 

Figure 6 CAT Solutions Plenary 
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through drawing and they can use the methodology to find and think of solutions for 

the challenges they face. They also said that they have learnt they should start with 

the resources they already have and by acknowledging their current situation. The 

visions they said would keep as a source of light and inspiration.  

They also said they would share the lessons learnt with others and expressed their 

deep appreciation for the organizers. 

The champions were appreciated and they stood received applause. Sarah thanked 

everyone for their active participation and said that the champions would be given a 

certificate in front of the community after seeing through they indeed shared the 

tools and have had started to implement the changes in their households. For the 

cooperatives, she said the journey has only begun and there would be a lot to do and 

she said we would be meeting very soon. She also thanked GYEM team for the 

facilitation, translation and documentation. The consultant also expressed her sincere 

thanks for the hard work of the champions. 

Everyone sung the vision song and the programme for the day and the workshop 

was concluded. 

ANNEXES 

Annex-1: List of Government Stakeholders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Name Office Work Place 

1 Hunde Tesfaye Irrigation Adami Tullu 

2 Siddisee Tamasgen Irrigation Adami Tullu 

3 Abraham Walelign Agriculture Adami Tullu 

4 Abiti Kemele Agriculture Adami Tullu 

5 Begna Boba Irrigation Dugda 

6 Senayit Zewde Irrigation Dugda 

7 Tesfaye Tibabu Cooperative Dugda 

8 Fayisa Midakso Cooperative Dugda 

9 Halima Abdela Cooperative Bora 

10 Biruk Jima Cooperative Bora 

11 Zawudnesh Bashe Women & Chil. Bora 

12 Fikade Kopisa Irrigation Bora 

13 Tadese Afework Agriculture Bora 

14 Desta Negashu Irrigation Bora 

15 Makida Edo Women & Chil. Ziway Dugda 

16 Hussein Hordofa Cooperative Ziway Dugda 

17 Hussein Nagawo Cooperative Ziway Dugda 

18 Mustafa Abduro Irrigation Ziway Dugda 

19 Bashir Amman Agriculture Ziway Dugda 

20 Aghim Wado  Irrigation Ziway Dugda 

21 Genet Ashenafi Women & Chil. Ziway Dugda 
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Annex-2: List of Cooperative Leaders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Name Cooperative Woreda 

1 Hora Iticha T/Dembel Dugda 

2 Getu Demisie G/Dembel Dugda 

3 Tafa Bedhasa Bada Gosa Dugda 

4 Alemu Kuma W/Sariti Dugda 

5 Kabeto Takile M/Kambolcha Dugda 

6 Jango Korma Odajidha Dugda 

7 Sero Bedhaso Dembi Oda A/Tullu 

8 Gemechu Dedefa Golba 2nd A/Tullu 

9 Abu Tusa Golba 1st A/Tullu 

10 Tayir Game Biftu A/Tullu 

11 Kabafo Safeho Bochesa 1st  A/Tullu 

12 Tesfaye Kuto Bochesa 2nd A/Tullu 

13 Gelana Beharsa Abine No 4 A/Tullu 

14 Hasen Abdi I/Kentola A/Tullu 

15 Teshale Seramo Abine No 3 A/Tullu 

16 Husen Jemal Abine 1 & 2 A/Tullu 

17 Jambo Saboka Rasa Warento A/Tullu 

18 Sheik Husein Gemedo Haleko A/Tullu 

19 Ibrahim Kasim Fonsho Z/Dugda 

20 Wado Tura Jiru Z/Dugda 

21 Mohamed Tola Golbe 1st Z/Dugda 

22 Zeyini Urgeso Golbe 2nd Z/Dugda 

23 Godana Bude Sheled Z/Dugda 

24 Korkua Haji Fayiso Genno 1st Z/Dugda 

25 Dadu Sera Shisha Z/Dugda 

26 Inkenyeleh Bulbula A/Chufa Z/Dugda 

27 Eyob Sado Chelelektu Z/Dugda 

28 Yami Chukala A/Chufa Z/Dugda 

29 Kumbi Bulbula Dodo Kenteri Bora 

30 Midherso Benti Abdi Boru Bora 

31 Dita Gobena Burka Elan Bora 

32 Faresa Ireso Odachupha Dugda 

33 Ayele Kabato W/Gabriel Dugda 
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Annex-3: List of Champions 
SN Name of gender 

champions 

sex Age woreda kebele coops Religion 

1 Ayalnesh     Worku F 40 Adami Tulu Edo Gojola Ido kontola Christian  

2 Samuel      Tadesse M 30 Adami Tulu Edo Gojola Ido kontola Christian  

3 Deraro Ararso M 32 Adami Tulu Edo Gojola Biftu Muslim  

4 Madina      Kufa F 36 Adami  Tulu Edo Gojola Biftu Muslim  

        

5 Ismael     Jowar M 45 Adami  Tulu Abine germama Abine No. 1 & 

2 

Muslim 

6 Amaro      Baddero M 43 Adami Tulu Abine germama Abine No.4 Muslim 

7 Zayinab  Haji shalo F 42 Adami Tulu Abine germama Abine No. 1& 2 Muslim 

8 Kabale      Dube  F 46 Adami Tulu Abine germama Abine No. 3 Muslim 

        

9 Bune Tirfe M 48 Adami Tulu Dodicha Dodicha Muslim 

10 Gutema    Bedaso M 45 Adami Tulu Dodicha Dodicha Muslim 

        

11 Madina    Hirpho F 45 Adami Tulu Bochesa Bochesa koka Muslim 

12 Madina     Eba F 44 Adami Tulu Bochesa Bochesa No. 2 Muslim 

13 Abbe      Bariso  M 40 Adami  Tulu Bochesa Bochesa Koka Christian  

14 Gemedo  Kediro M 30 Adami Tulu Bochesa Bochesa No. 2 Muslim 

        

15 Ahmed   Bariso M 32 Adami Tulu Ilka chelemo Dembi Oda Muslim 

16 Ajilo     Haji Korro M 35 Adami Tulu Ilka chelemo Goba dembi Muslim  

17 Bashi    Insene  F 36 Adami Tulu Ilka chelemo Dembi Oda Muslim 

18 Fayine  Burka     F 26 Adami Tulu Ilka chelemo Goba Dembi Muslim 

 

 


